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more than 1,000 horsepower and 900lb ft of torque. It’s almost certain that the Swedish

automaker will offer a hybrid version of the Regera with a charge of battery power made
up of lithium-ion cells. Engine power will likely come from one of two hybrid systems:
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independent MacPherson and multi-link coil spring suspension at the front with a

McPherson strut and multi-link coil spring at the rear. The body style will be similar to that
of the Regera with the Regera name continuing with the familiar twin side pipes; the

accompanying twin winglets are likely to be replaced with a wing similar to that of the
Regera. The interior will offer a high-end bespoke design with details like a steering

wheel, centre console and door armrests, a choice of two leathers and two combinations of
handcrafted wooden trim. Production of the Regera in Sweden is expected to begin next
year with sales beginning in the second quarter of 2020. PHOTO GALLERYJasper Fine
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